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The BeyondEdge SD-LAN is an award-winning new framework that radically improves the current 
models of designing, deploying, and operating Local Area Networks (LANs).  Our virtualized software 
solution is unique in that it is totally agnostic to and abstracted from the underlying LAN hardware 
and technology.  This enables the solution to extend the key principles and benefits of 
software-defined networking to both greenfield and existing legacy switching estates, including 
multivendor.

These benefits include increased security, significantly reduced total cost of ownership, reduced 
network downtime, and rapid, zero-touch deployment of new services.  The BeyondEdge SD-LAN 
supports all switch vendors, technologies, and topologies, freeing enterprises from vendor lock-in, 
eliminating the need for CAPEX-intensive rip-and-replace upgrades or onerous maintenance 
agreements and delivers immediate value and cost savings. 

The SDLc component manages the network from the WAN router LAN interfaces to the 
edge ports delivering services to end users.  It is responsible for the automatic discovery of 
LAN topology, abstracting the LAN hardware from the vNetC, communicating directly with 
the hardware layer via the hardware’s native northbound interfaces (NBIs), automatically 
pushing provisioning and connectivity commands to the subtended devices, and the 
continuous auditing of the Layer 2 fabric. 

The third component is the BeyondEdge Network Operating System (BENOS) which is only 
required when deploying whitebox switches. BENOS has been specifically developed to 
meet stringent enterprise and campus networking requirements providing the highest level 
of LAN resiliency and a feature-rich set of Day 2 network operations capabilities. 

The SD-LAN consists of two Virtual Network 
Functions (VNFs):  vNetC (Virtual Network 
Commander) and SDLc (Software-Defined LAN 
Controller). 

The vNetC serves as the management and 
orchestration VNF and includes the web-based 
GUI, template installation, bulk provisioning, and 
upgrade functions.  vNetC can be flexibly deployed 
in public or private cloud environments or on 
premises.

The Only Solution Agnostic to Hardware Vendor, 
Layer 0 Technology, and Network Topology
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SD-LAN Components



The BeyondEdge SD-LAN brings significant value to legacy 
(brownfield) enterprise LANs when deployed as an overlay 
management and orchestration platform.  The onboarding 
process does not impact LAN traffic and creates value in three 
distinct, yet complementary ways.

SD-LAN Enables a Graceful, Financially Viable 
Legacy LAN Transformation Environment
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Reduces Day 2 OPEX up to 80%

Increases LAN uptime by 
eliminating outages caused by 
human configuration errors

Improves network agility enabling 
turnup of new services in minutes, 
not days

Decreases LAN troubleshooting 
times by 70% - 90%

Improves security with single point 
of management & Zero-Trust 
Network Access Control

Defers rip-and-replace CAPEX 
spend to be driven by business 
priorities, not hardware vendor 
EOL dates

Failed switches can be replaced 
device-by-device with whitebox or 
preferred blackbox switches saving 
up to 50% CAPEX

New switches that replace failed 
devices are automatically 
provisioned saving OPEX and 
reducing LAN downtime 

Automates discovery, 
provisioning, and monitoring 
of legacy switches

Extends useful life of 
EOL devices beyond 
vendor published dates

Incremental upgrades can be 
prioritized to address largest pain 
points deferring CAPEX

Optimization of each component 
of the architecture

- Switch hardware –
   whitebox or blackbox

- Technology – traditional   
   Ethernet, GPON or 
   10G-PON

- Layer 0 – fiber or copper

Enables a gradual LAN 
transformation on a 
timeline consistent with 
business needs
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79%
5-Year
TCO

Savings

An enterprise was exploring options to modernize the LAN at their headquarters 
campus.  Their objectives were to move away from their current manual switch 
management practices and migrate to cloud management to reduce operational 
expenses.  Additionally, there was a requirement to replace a portion their aging WIFI 
network with WIFI 6 APs and to add 5G small cell radios in select locations.  The 
campus consisted of ten buildings and was home to over 3,000 employees.

The current LAN infrastructure hardware was not supported by the incumbent 
vendor’s cloud management platform.  Additionally, many of the aging access 
switches did not support the delivery of multi-gigabit port speeds required by the new 
high-capacity endpoints.  A multimillion-dollar refresh of the entire wireline 
infrastructure was proposed by the incumbent. 

Delivered as an SD-LAN overlay, the BeyondEdge solution fulfilled the cloud 
management requirement with zero change to the existing switch hardware.  To 
support WIFI 6 AP and 5G radio nodes bandwidth needs, high performance, whitebox 
switches were proposed at select locations in the access layer to deliver multi-gigabit 
speeds required by these new access devices.  The approach resulted in a five-year 
TCO savings of almost 80% and a future-proof LAN transformation path based on 
business priorities.

SD-LAN Legacy Network Overlay 
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